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Dear Supporters, Friends, and Prayer Partners, 
 
Happy Friday! I hope that you all are well. This is Becky Gudino, one half of the duo that runs Isaiah 61 International in 
Ecuador, South America, and WA, USA. I am experimenting with something new for our ministry updates, quick emails with 
only one or two themes, so please let me know what you think by replying to this email! 
 
I will be sending out updates more frequently (on Fridays), so if you subscribed by mistake or wish to unsubscribe, please just 
reply with the word unsubscribe. Life has all sorts of seasons so no hard feelings and we're glad you stopped by!  If someone 
else should be receiving these emails, please let me know. 
 
Today's update is about our office and some free resources available to you! 
 
Quick Timeline: 
 
As many of you know, Byron and I founded Isaiah 61 International in 2005. We began with orphan work, then low-income 
daycares, then working with elementary schools in remote locations. Around 2007, we grew into church planting and other 
types of social outreach like food, shoes, and school supplies. In 2017, Byron and I moved back to the States with our two 
children, Caleb and Maddie. In 2021, we realized our dream of opening a mission office and headquarters for Isaiah 61 
International. 
 
Attached is a picture of our office building in Aberdeen, WA, that I took today. Downstairs there are offices for Byron and I, 
along with a reception area and a future space for a recording/broadcasting studio for Byron's online work. Upstairs there are 
two ministry apartments, currently occupied by a single mom with six kids and a refugee couple. 
 
Now on to the FREE RESOURCES! Not only are they free, but they are also amazing, in my completely unbiased opinion. 

           Byron has two types of resources on his YouTube channel (no seriously they are really good and you should check 
them out right now!) - 3 min videos for Spiritual Growth, and a Simple Spanish series. The easiest way to see everything is to 
click on the playlist option at the top of his YouTube page so that all the videos in each series are shown in order. 
 
https://youtube.com/@byrongudino7970   
 
If you liked this update and want to know more, like our Facebook Page - Isaiah 61 International 
or 
Byron is happy to chat and text at 206-636-6590. I promise you'll be encouraged with all that God is doing with Isaiah 61 
International and so many others if you give him a call! 
 
Blessings, 
Byron and Becky Gudino 
www.isaiah61international.com 
 
If you wish to unsubscribe, please reply with the word unsubscribe. If you want to give Byron and I a boost, reply with some 
quick news of your own! 
 
If you want to help financially, donate here. 
 
You made it to the end, hooray!  
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